
When is the right time to pursue your dreams?
When is the right time to become what you are working so hard to become?

A N  O P E N  I N V I T E  T O  Y O U R  B E T T E R  F U T U R E

Before I offer you what I have for you in this short letter,
I want you to consider this statement:

“If you don’t build YOUR dream,
somebody else will hire YOU to

help them build THEIRS.”



Due to changes our governments have 
made as a response to the C-19 “Pandemic”, 
the establishment of decentralized finance, and the 
rise of crypto-currencies (plus many others); there 
has never been a better time to take control of your 
future and learn to exploit market price action as a 
full-time trader.

If you have the interest in becoming a full-time 
Equities/Options/Futures or FOREX trader, I encourage you 
to take the first and most significant step today by asking yourself 
exactly how you expect to participate; and how you will plan for that 
critical time when you are learning what needs to be learned. 
All traders have losses and the most common time for losses is during 
the crucial time between learning how to trade; and knowing how 
to exploit your edge. Your learning curve will likely have losses as you 
develop your approach. More importantly, there is a way to reduce this 
eventuality and give yourself a better head start.

My career as a full-time trader spans more than 35 years. During this time I have seen 
every kind of market situation possible and participated in many global trading opportunities. I believe 
that my experience, education, and market background make me uniquely qualified to assist other 
traders with fine-tuning their trading approach. I believe anyone can learn to trade successfully and I 
have developed a method of training that will shorten the learning curve of almost anyone who desires 
to trade profitably; including traders who are already financially ahead from their trading. If you believe 
you are emotionally & financially qualified to trade—there is no reason why you cannot make the move 
to full-time trading and begin making the money you deserve to make.  

If you are trading now, there is no reason why you cannot improve your current approach
and earn at a higher level.

“The markets are there
for you to exploit—and all
you need to do is have an
actionable, well-laid-out
plan along with the skills
to enforce that plan.”

“In my opinion, the current world
investment climate has created some HUGE 

opportunities to build wealth.”



If you have been laid off, lost your job, 
suffered a business set-back, or any number 
of financially distressing events recently; it might 
be the perfect time for you to begin a new career—
one with truly no upside cap to earnings. What you 
need to do now is get in the conversation about 
what you want and who you would like to become. 
The markets are there for you to exploit—and all 
you need to do is have an actionable, well-laid-out 
plan; along with the skills to enforce that plan.  
These skills are something anyone can learn; but 
you need guidance to find what is required for you 
personally—there is no “one size fits all” method of 
trading. Anyone who tells you that is lying to you…

This is why I am making myself available for serious people looking to have the 
conversation. Additionally—I will do this at NO COST to the individual. Once we have invested the 
time to help you decide how best to move forward—if trading full time is really the right thing for you 
to do—I can lay out a plan and a cost for continued coaching & training tailored specifically for you 
and your unique needs. I will not ask you for a dime unless you feel I am the right coach for you— 
because it is your future and you need to take control of it; that means controlling who you 
invest your time/effort with as well.

Click this link—reserve a time when 
you are available for a conversation. 
I promise you it will be time well spent. 

Before you reserve your time—have a look at 
this custom 45-minute video presentation: 
“Master Your Market Power--The FIVE Simple 
Shifts to Trading Dominance” If what I describe 
to you really resonates with you—the time is 
now to talk— reserve your appointment here!

Regards,

Jason Alan Jankovsky,
“The Lion of LaSalle Street”
Trader, Author & Educator

P.S. If you want to learn more about me before scheduling a call—please review 
my published books, they are all on Amazon including my latest book on Kindle:

“The Psychology of Trading—How to Create & Maintain Your Winning Edge” 
(FREE Kindle e-book Sample!) Also available in other ebook formats (ie: Apple iBooks), CLICK HERE!

“Time Compression Trading—Exploiting Multiple Time Frames in Zero-Sum Markets”

“The Art of the Trade—What I Learned (and lost) Trading the Chicago Futures Markets”

“Trading Rules That Work—The 28 Essential Lessons Every Trader Must Master”

Trading in regulated Futures/Options contracts, Equities, and/or off-exchange foreign currency transactions (FOREX) involves substantial risk of 
loss and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider whether trading in these markets is suitable for you in light of your 
circumstances, knowledge, and financial resources. You may lose some, all, or more than your initial investment. Opinions, market data, or trade 
discussion are subject to change at any time. © 2021 Core Financial Network, Inc. & Jason Alan Jankovsky. All rights reserved. 03/11/21
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